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 ma
 Radio Free Joyce:

 Wake Language and the Experience of Radio
 James A. Connor, S.J.

 St. Louis University

 In The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society, Norbert
 Wiener speaks of the uses of improbability in communication:

 Messages are themselves a form of pattern and organization. Indeed,
 it is possible to treat sets of messages as having an entropy like sets of
 states of the external world. Just as entropy is a measure of disor
 ganization, the information carried by a set of messages is a measure
 of organization. In fact, it is possible to interpret the information
 carried by a message as essentially the negative of its entropy, and the
 negative logarithm of its probability. That is, the more probable the
 message, the less information it gives.1

 When you think about it, this makes a kind of strange linguistic
 sense. If you could predict the contents of a message beforehand,
 then why would it need to be sent? How useful could such a message
 be? But Wiener means something more than this. What he is saying
 is that up to a point, chaos itself increases information by increasing
 the possibilities of that information's content; this is true, at least up
 to the point when the very randomness of the signal makes it less
 and less able to bear meaning. If you graphed this change, as did
 Claude Shannon in his Mathematical Theory of Communication,2 it
 would form a bell curve, with information rising to a point, then
 dropping off at an equal rate.

 Long before Shannon invented information theory and put his
 complex insight into large, economy-size mathematics, modernist
 poets, painters, musicians, and novelists were experimenting with
 concrete examples. Cubists "opened up" three dimensional objects
 to give impossible views of ordinary things; Dadaists experimented

 with pure sound without meaning; and writers like Faulkner and
 Joyce experimented with shifting points of view, multiple voices,
 and direct readings of thoughts. This is especially true of Joyce's last,
 arguably his greatest, and certainly his strangest work, Finnegans
 Wake, which seems at first glance to be almost total chaos but is
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 (slyly) not so. Here is a text that belongs at the top of Shannon's bell
 curve, halfway between pure order and pure chaos, constructed, and
 yet constructed in such a way that it packs a certain measure of
 improbability into every line.
 How could these modernists have come up with such ideas?

 Something was in the air with them, something to which they were
 responding, something that opened their ears, if not also their eyes,
 to a new way of communicating. It is my hope in this paper to
 suggest a possible answer to what that something might be, at least
 n considering Finnegans Wake, and the answer may be radio. In
 hose days, radio signals were as different from our kind of digital
 stability as the Wright Brothers' plane was from Apollo 11. Radio air
 was full of noises, wandering signals, high altitude skips, and super
 heterodyne screeches, and anyone who listened to it had gradually
 to attune himself or herself to a cacophony of voices speaking all at
 once. For Joyce the exile, Joyce the aficionado of popular culture, the
 invention of radio was not something to be ignored.

 Voices All at Once: Early Radio

 In the early part of the twentieth century radio arguably was a
 greater influence on cultural change than any other technological
 development. It was the first time that people living hundreds,
 sometimes thousands of miles away could have instant contact on a

 mass scale. A quantum leap in communication occurred at this time,
 one that was to reduce radically the cost of influencing large num
 bers of people. It didn't require paper or ink. It didn't require a large
 distribution network. It only required a transmitter, a studio, some
 entertainment, and an audience, who would pay for their own
 receivers as well as licensing fees for the privilege of listening.
 Capitalism had been handed a powerful new tool, first developed in
 print advertising and then carried another step in radio. This new
 tool was powerful enough to colonize the very art forms that pro
 duced it. Like Beckett with the tape recorder or Yeats with the radio,
 Joyce was aware of the technological and cultural forces around him.
 First in Ulysses and then in Finnegans Wake, Joyce took both the
 language of advertising and the structure of technology and refor

 mulated them, reset them in an older form, the novel. In doing so,
 he increased the amount of information that could be passed from
 one place to another with language. In a very real sense, he reset the
 linguistic level of entropy
 All of this was related to the development of radio, and Irish radio
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 was an early player (see Figure 1). Having its roots in the uprising of
 1916, when a group of young republicans carried a radio set from
 one building to another in order to evade the British news blackout,
 Irish radio came on the air from Dublin as a commercial station on

 the first of January, 1926.3 Broadcasting from Little Denmark Street,
 the transmitter was moved in the early 1930s to a spot two miles east
 of Athlone. At first, it was not a very powerful station; it operated on
 an average of 1 kilowatt4-paltry by today's standards but about
 average in those days, with a range of little more than a hundred
 miles.5 "The evening programme began with a Stock Exchange List,
 News Bulletin, and Market Reports, and closed with a Weather
 Forecast" (Gorham 45), and there was a station trio, which even
 tually became an orchestra, and a large number of ballad singers.6
 And of course there were speeches. The opening address was given
 by Dr. Douglas Hyde, the founder of the Gaelic League, a fact that
 did not stop the League from later condemning the station at least
 once a year for many years.

 The call sign for Radio Eireann, which Joyce referred to as "Radio
 Athlone," was 2RN, chosen specifically to sound like the final words
 of "Come back to Erin" (Gorham 23). Seamus Clandillon, the first
 director, tried to emphasize Irish language programming, though
 the station relied heavily on relays from the BBC. Radio was in its
 infancy in those days, and Irish radio was no exception. Broadcasts

 were informal affairs, always done cheaply7 but by 1933, the
 Athlone station opened and began broadcasting at 60 kilowatts
 (Gorham 86), so that on still nights, without much interference from
 sunspots, its signal could reach Paris, where Joyce could pick it up -
 an immediate connection with home, with its tidbits of news,
 weather, drama, and poetry. Probably Radio Athlone had to com
 pete with more powerful stations, which made receiving it difficult.
 Even though the airwaves were not nearly as crowded in the early
 1930s as they are today, there was still a good deal of competition for
 the most efficient frequencies, and the more powerful stations often
 shouted down the weaker. For an Irish expatriate like Joyce, Radio
 Athlone must have been invaluable. It was the single channel on
 which he could hear Irish voices (not Anglicized ones) and pick up
 Irish news. For a man who "each day, and each hour of the day"
 thought of Ireland, and each day, each hour of the day "lived and
 relived his memories,"8 such a radio link would have been like a
 drink of water in the desert.

 The power of radio in the lives of people in the '30s cannot be
 overstated. We often think of television as a powerful, energetic
 force, forever threatening to move into our lives, but radio had much
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 are X2H **eady
 for the Big Day ?

 ~-,sw~v, w-^w-vyw-U^,...^-. ~~~*?jtiM?tJ&*LX.?.?_w%_

 This advertisement for
 wireless sets was
 published just before
 2RN came on the air for
 the first time on January
 1,1926.

 Figure 1
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 the same effect.9 Often, people became antisocial, losing themselves
 in the signal. Night after night, entire families-if they were afflu
 ent - sat mesmerized around a large speaker. Others sat alone beside
 a crystal set, wearing headphones, their hands clutched over their
 ears, their faces screwed up with concentration as they picked out
 their station through all the noise.
 Noise was always a problem. And worse, transmissions were

 never steady?they often appeared and disappeared like desert
 highways. These were the days before adjustable frequency sta
 bilizers (my father invented the first one in 1950).10 Blocks had to be
 put in or taken out just to hold the frequency and keep it steady.
 Moreover, signals from the other side of the world sometimes
 bounced off the Heaviside layer and overrode more local signals.11
 This made listening a complex, frustrating job. Joyce may have been
 concentrating on an Abbey Theatre Broadcast when a snow report
 from Minsk dropped on him or when a farm journal from Chicago
 insinuated itself between the broken acts of the drama.

 A number of factors such as temperature drift also varied the
 frequency. As a transmitter warmed up, its signal meandered off
 course, so that listeners like Joyce would have had constantly to tune
 and retune their receivers. Moreover, if someone at the transmitter
 opened the door to the radio room, the transmitter tubes could cool
 suddenly, and the frequency would stray again, so that everyone
 would have to try harder to follow it. Then, on top of all this, there
 were squeals, whistles, and howls like banshees keening through
 the airwaves. If any two RF signals were close to one another, the
 difference between them became an audial signal, an eerie wail on
 the headphones, like the voice of a poor dead soul bouncing up and
 down along the Heaviside layer.12 These voices-moving, shifting,
 piling on top of one another, settling, whistling, humming,
 screeching, must have sounded in all their constant flux like the coils
 of hell.

 In radiospeak, these noises, taken together, are called static,
 which has two basic meanings: 1) generic radio interference, includ
 ing words and unintelligible sounds?pops, whistles, squeals, and
 so forth, and 2) that hissing sibilant white noise, close to pure chaos,
 that is sometimes quiet enough to ignore and sometimes loud
 enough to drown out everything else. While frequency shifts cause
 signals to fade in and out, without the proper filters, the RF hiss

 would be an almost constant irritation.

 Any kind of electrical machinery causes man-made static or QRN.
 Power lines are common culprits. Electric motors, generators, and
 automobiles are others.13 Natural static, which radio hams call
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 QRM, is often caused by sunspots and attendant atmospheric dis
 charges, especially the aurora borealis. With Ireland being as far
 north as it is, QRM might well have been a recurring problem for
 Joyce.

 The experience of radio in the 1930s, then, was this wondrous,
 often mysterious jumble of signal and noise, vastly fluid. It is as if

 Walter Benjamin's comment-that the work of art in our age of
 mechanical reproduction has lost its uniqueness, its singular place
 in time and space - applies also to the utterance.u The word became
 "spread out" over the landscape. The hearer and the speaker could
 be halfway across the world from each other. Moreover, the fact that
 a single utterance could be "reproduced" in so many homes in so
 many different places, at such great distances, and could be so
 altered along the way by so many electromagnetic forces, meant that
 the spoken word was put into the world in an entirely new way This
 new way is what Walter Ong calls "secondary orality" which is like
 the ancient primary orality of Homer and yet is decidedly unlike it as
 well, dependent as it is upon the writing culture that it needs to
 produce the electronic equipment,15

 I cannot help but find it interesting that at the same time radio was
 becoming commonplace and was changing the world in such vast
 ways, Joyce was experimenting with a kind of language that imi
 tated so many of its audial characteristics. Joyce himself, in his
 "Work in Progress," admitted that "there is not even a chronological
 ordering of the action. It is a simultaneous action, represented by
 the novel's circular construction."16 Simultaneous action? Every
 thing happening at once? What could be a better description of radio
 in the '30s, before digital dials and noise filters and stereophonic
 sound? The language of the Wake flows and shifts, is noisy and hard
 to grasp, much like competing radio signals. The reader is enticed to
 read, to listen with the same intensity as a radio hound in 1933.

 Certainly Joyce was aware of this connection. As Michael Begnal
 has pointed out: "Within the text are constant allusions to a wireless

 or short-wave radio as a central symbol or unifying device, and the
 basic problem in an understanding of the action is the recognition on
 the part of the reader of the individual voices of the characters."17
 According to Begnal, there are a number of dreamers, and a number
 of voices-HCE, ALI> Issy, Shem and Shaun, the Four Old Men-all
 communicating across space, fighting for the microphone. They act
 as dream radios, where what is distant is brought close and what is
 too far to imagine is as near as your headset. Near and far. Intimacy
 and distance.

 In Book II, Chapter 3, the Four Old Men are speaking, sitting on
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 the posts of the bed. These dreamers are connected by a "tolvtobular
 high fidelity daildialler, as modern as tomorrow afternoon'' (FW
 309.14-15). Their "supershielded umbrella antennas" are "for dis
 tance getting," and are "capable of capturing skybuddies, harbour
 craft emittences, key clickings, vaticum cleaners, due to woman
 formed mobile or man made static and bawling the whowle
 hamshack and wobble" (FW 309.17-18, 20-22). The dreamers them
 selves are radios, and what they give and receive has the charac
 teristics of radio signals. They can "capture skybuddies," experience
 skip from the Heaviside layer, hear "key clickings" of Morse code,
 and hear "man made static," which can have three separate mean
 ings?1) a man frozen in a static condition, 2) static that is man

 made, or QRN, or 3) a man who is turned into static. Generally the
 dreamers all hear "bawling the whowle [note "howl" and "whole"]
 hamshack [note "ham radio shack"] and wobble." Radio is every
 where in their dreams, for it is the medium of their communication.

 And dream language, like radio signal confusion, flows and shifts
 and howls and wobbles.

 John Gordon, following Margaret Solomon, has pointed out that
 the radio is actually the body of the sleeper:

 the radio introduced at the start of the chapter is also the sleeper's
 head and trunk, his cranium ("a howdrocephalous enlargement"),
 brain ("harmonic condenser enginium"), mouth ("vitaltone speaker"),
 eyes ("circumcentric megacycles"), heart ("magazine battery") arteries
 ("twintriodic singulvalvulous pipelines"), front and back ("up his
 corpular fruent and down his reuctionary buckling")-and the most
 prominent feature is the ears, the "umbrella antennas for distance
 getting."18

 In one sense, Joyce is merely following a central theme already
 established in the Wake, that of setting the body of the dreamers (in
 this case HCE and ALP) in the place of something else. Throughout
 the book, the bodies of HCE and ALP are at once flesh and land and

 river, city and waterway Thus, Joyce is not only in line with the body
 metaphors he began in Ulysses but also with a tradition that goes
 back to Leonardo da Vinci's Man in a Circle and Square, to the Roman
 umbilicus mundi, to the primitive omphalos or "navel of the world."19
 The world is linked to the body, the body to the world. What is far is
 near. What is near is far. For Joyce, this old image takes on a new,
 more technological form. Not only are the dreamers connected by
 dream radio, but the bodies of the dreamers are themselves bound
 to the world. Technological consubstantiality-the mystery of radio
 comes home to roost. The listener, yoked to the world through his
 headset, writes a novel in which the characters are connected to one
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 another, to Ireland, to the world in much the same fashion. The only
 difference is that this story connection is even more secure. There
 are no headsets, no wires that are not already parts of their bodies.

 Machines and flesh share functions. Thus "man made static" is the
 same as "man become static." The dreamer doesn't merely listen.
 The dreamer is the signal, the message, and the noise. The dreamer
 sends and receives.20
 As we will see, much of the tapestry of Book II, Chapter 3 is woven

 with radio images. According to Gordon, the downstairs radio plays
 throughout.

 In fact there are two main broadcasts being recalled here, often
 overlapping-a result of the reception's "wandering" from frequency
 to frequency and the interference which is especially bad at night,
 when, as Shaun's inquisitors later say, anyone with a wireless can
 "peck up bostoons." (196-FW 489.36-490.01)

 (The radio does in fact get signals from Norway and Czechoslova
 kia.) The chapter opens with the "tolvtubular high fidelity
 daildialler" mentioned above, a two-way radio in which gossip about
 HCE passes back and forth.21 From there, the chapter returns to the
 story of the Norwegian Captain, the story about Earwicker that was
 left off in Chapter 2. Weaving in and out of this is a sermon, which
 begins pleasantly enough, until the volume on this "low frequency
 amplification" signal is turned up (FW 312.33). Here we see a clear
 indication of yet another source of change in the text. Not only is the
 signal wandering, but the dials are being manipulated. With the
 volume raised, the sermon becomes a tub-thumper and a hell
 raiser-"Sets on [the radio set is on] sayfohrt! [say it forth] Go to it,
 agitator!" (FW 313.4). In the midst of the sermon are words that
 sound like the background soup of static-a thousand faint signals,
 those indiscernible noises that come through the speakers:

 "Bothallchoractorschumminaroundgansumuminarumdrumstrum
 truminahumptadumpwaultopoofoolooderamaunsturnup!" (FW
 314.08-09)

 Notice how this linguistic monster is at first composed of indi
 vidual words strung together-"Both all charactors chummin
 around"-and then gradually the clarity fades into the
 onomatopoeic thrumming and drumming of radio interference,
 which then gives way to a bit more coherence with "loodera
 maunsturnup!"22 The property of this Joycean word that makes me
 suspect it to be a written imitation of radio static is that it isn't simply
 white noise, a long stream of sibilance, but instead contains recog
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 nizable sounds, faint and nearly indiscernible, sounds like those you
 hear at the bare edge of the telephone, far in the background, those
 strange, ghostly people, the half-heard conversations, the drum
 beats, the whistles, the recorded messages, rising to the surface to
 tease and to irritate. Then, as Gordon suggests (199), the channel is
 changed several times immediately after the static word, almost as if
 tired of the noise, after a drink is ordered:

 Till they plied him behaste on the fare. Say wehrn!
 -Nohow did he kersse or hoot alike the suit and solder skins,

 minded first breachesmaker with considerable way on and [first
 change]

 -Humpsea dumpsea, the munchantman, secondsnipped cutter
 the curter. [second change]

 -A ninth for a ninth. Take my worth from it. And no mistaenk,
 they thricetold the taler and they knew the whyed for too. The
 because of his sosuch. (FW 317.20-28)

 This last turns into a speech about Daniel O'Connell, who gets
 mixed up with O'Connor Power, an Irish politician known for his
 dark prophecies and "premonitory alarms" (Gordon 199). From
 here, we go back to the sermon, then once again to the speech, with
 a few more references to radio parts-"selenium cell" (FW 323.25),
 and the radio dial is spun once more: "Rowdiose wodhalooing" (FW
 324.18). A few truncated words are picked up as the vernier spins
 past: "Am. Dg." (FW324.23)23

 Note how each half word is followed by a period, as if silence lay
 between them, the voices barely able to get out a syllable or a half
 syllable before the dial passes them. Finally the channel changer
 lights on a weather report:

 Welter Focussed.
 Wind from the nordth [note compression German "Nord" with

 English "north"]. Warmer towards muffinbell, Lull. (FW324.24-25)

 Radio reports come and go like this throughout the chapter, until
 at the end of the section, there is a radio horse race (FW
 341.18-342.32). What we see here is an explicit example of what
 Joyce does implicitly throughout the book. Messages and signals
 come and go with a rapidity that is mind-boggling. The reader can
 hardly keep up. It's almost like watching television with someone
 punching the remote control. It's my contention that this radio
 experience played an important role in both the form and content of
 Finnegans Wake, in its language and its structure. The book begins,
 not with a capital letter, not with a new sentence, but halfway
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 through a sentence: "riverrun, past Eve and Adam's, from swerve of
 shore to bend of bay brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation
 back to Howth Castle and Environs" (FW 1.01-03). We begin in the
 middle of a message, as if that station, whatever it may be, has been

 on all along, and we are now just picking it up. After a prelude of
 seven pages, in which the main landmarks of the story are intro
 duced, the dreamers seen, we follow the traveler to peer through the

 bedroom keyhole at the Waterloo section (reminiscent of both the
 water closet or water-loo, and the famous battle), We are near and far

 away, at once in the familiar and distant, down the hall, in the toilet,
 and far away in Belgium (FW 8.10-10.23). Entering the water closet,
 we are told to "Mind your hats goan in!" (FW 8.09). Suddenly we are
 in the Wellington Museum, or the "Willingdone Museyroom" (FW
 8.10). Water closet-museum. When leaving, we are told, "Mind
 your boots goan out. Phew!" (FW 10.22-24).

 Certainly this is dream language. The novel is about dreamers if it
 is "about" anything. Nevertheless, how the dreamers dream is imi
 tated by how the radio sounds, its sudden jumps from image to
 image similar to the sudden jumps from channel to channel that one
 used to hear on the old wireless.24

 Joyce and the Structures of Radio

 In Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan
 notes that "the personal and social consequences of any medium
 that is, of any extension of ourselves-result from the new scale that

 is introduced into our affairs by each extension of ourselves, or by
 any new technology"25 The medium extends us and changes us.
 Thus, the structure of radio is as influential as its content. Because it

 is what McLuhan calls a ''hot medium," radio extends one sense
 only-in this case hearing-and therefore enforces a kind of per
 sonal intensity in the listener, which, because the medium is strictly
 audial, produces a feeling of intimacy between speaker and listener
 that television has not been able to match. Television provides the
 audience with a visual experience confined to a tiny screen and
 thereby undercuts the sense of presence which radio enhances, The
 experience of radio, therefore, is in some ways more powerful. "If
 we sit and talk in a dark room, words suddenly acquire new mean
 ings and different textures. They become richer, even, than architec

 ture, which Le Corbusier rightly says can best be felt at night, All
 those gestural qualities that the printed page strips from language
 come back in the dark, and on the radio" (McLuhan 303). And where
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 but in Joyce can we find this same richness of language, where new
 meanings and new textures given to signifiers are as much the
 purpose as the signifiers themselves? And what effect could this
 possibly have on the development of culture?

 Cheryl Herr has demonstrated in Joyce's Anatomy of Culture that
 "for Joyce culture is largely constituted by the censoring efforts (that
 is, the conventionalizing, stereotyping, and hegemonic maneuvers)
 of institutions,"26"Herr's thesis is that Joyce subverted the constrain
 ing forces of culture by foregrounding their ideological basis and, in
 this way, critiqued the social relations of the Irish middle class. He
 also "called attention to those cultural sites where ideological or
 semiotic conflict occurs-where one set of institutional values

 clashes with another or where ideological practice is crumbling
 under the pressure of lived experience" (Herr 17). Joyce did this by
 taking codes from opposing ideological systems and mixing them
 together in his language. His "sin was to mingle the codes reserved
 for pornographic writing with those governing other forms of liter
 ature and behavior. Bloom not only appreciates the eroticism of
 Sweets of Sin but also supports Arthur Griffith's politics, which in
 cluded a stance on sexual purity" (Herr 35-36).

 But this subversion was not restricted to the level of content; it

 could also take place between content and structure. In a medium
 like radio, subversive encoding was already present in the structure
 because of the medium's immediacy and fluidity. The content, es
 pecially advertising, repetitiously corralled public opinion and tried
 to implement a unanimity of thought. However, the structure (the

 manner in which radio extended the listener) consistently worked
 against the content by providing a broad enough bandwidth to
 permit a vast multitude of conflicting ideas. National censorship of
 radio, which was tried in Ireland, was always more difficult because
 radio is by nature international. Joyce found in radio then, con
 sciously or unconsciously a medium well structured for his pur
 pose. Radio was "not only a mighty awakener of archaic memories,
 forces, and animosities, but a decentralizing, pluralistic force"
 (McLuhan 307), which by its very structure, undercut the literate
 society's tendency toward centralization. Radio is fluid, multi
 channeled, and intimate. As shown above, things happen all at
 once, unlike in the print media, where one signifier follows another
 in a rigid line. "Centralism of organization is based on the continu
 ous, visual, linear structuring that arises from phonetic literacy"
 (McLuhan 306). In radio, however, alternatives are always nearby
 often present simultaneously The encyclopedic strategy of Joyce,
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 mixing codes from opposing forms, was already in place in radio as a
 medium.

 This does not mean that the producers of radio were willing to
 abrogate control. According to McLuhan, "At first, electric media

 merely followed the established patterns of literate structures" (306).
 This meant that radio in its early days was moving in two directions
 at once. A clash was bound to happen between the way the medium
 was being used, which followed the norms of centralizing literacy
 that print had established, and the pluralism that radio's structure,
 as an electric medium, allowed. Content often supported those
 social forces that sought to suppress pluralism, while structure
 tended to subvert those same forces.

 Radio Content: Sponsored Programs and Advertising

 In 1920, Dr. Frank Conrad, the engineer in charge of the West
 inghouse Corporation's experiment in radio telephony, began play
 ing phonograph records over the air from his home in Pittsburgh,
 simply as an escape from talking to the numerous radio amateurs in
 his neighborhood. Conrad was working on the first radio telephone
 and tired quickly of chitchat. But then something odd happened.
 The amateurs began telephoning him off the air and sending him
 cards and letters, asking him to play music at regular intervals so
 they could entertain their friends. So at 7:30 on Wednesday and
 Saturday evenings, Conrad played music across his transmitter,
 borrowing the records from a local music store. The merchant,
 realizing the value of this free publicity asked him to announce the
 name of his store from time to time in return. Thus, commercial
 radio broadcasting and radio advertising were born together as
 twins.27

 Sponsored programs began on Radio Athlone in 1933, with some
 eventual success. By 1934, sponsored programing was bringing in
 nearly as much money as licenses. Until that time, most of the
 financial support for transmitters came from licensing fees on receiv
 ers, but as commercial broadcasting expanded, with its U.S. and
 British-based audiences, the "prospect of big money from adver
 tisers became irresistible" (Gorham 87).
 Advertising on the Irish radio never set a very high standard,

 however.

 The I.B.C. [Irish Broadcasting Company] had plenty of experience of
 commercial broadcasting, but it proved very difficult to sell time at the
 full rate on Radio Athlone. So the advertising programmes and the
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 products they advertised were mostly cheap: record programmes -
 and not always very new records-and advertising patent medicines
 and cosmetics were typical ofthe fare. Only the Hospitals Trust, the
 body that ran the famous Irish Hospitals Sweepstakes, continued to
 put on programmes of a higher standard. (Gorham 88)

 For this reason, among an array of others, the idea of international
 commercial broadcasting came under attack as "un-national, unwor
 thy of the national station, and unfit to be transmitted to listeners
 abroad" (Gorham 88). In the end, financial considerations lost out to
 national image, and advertising was banned from Radio Athlone in
 1934, with the sole exception of the Hospitals Trust. Thus, radio
 advertising was in the strange position of being censored, along
 with much that was in the popular culture and nearly all of Joyce's
 own works.

 Elsewhere, the spread of the medium, and advertising within it,
 occurred faster than anyone expected. Radio hams were soon over
 taken by casual, nontechnical listeners. Within a few short years,
 radio became a medium of mass communication, a concept that
 already had its theory well in place by the end of the Victorian era. In
 1895 the French sociologist Gabriel Tarde published Les Lois de lim
 itation, which held that "the general laws governing imitative repeti
 tion. .. are to sociology what the laws of habit and heredity are to
 biology the laws of gravitation to astronomy and the laws of vibra
 tion to physics. Sociology is imitation, and imitation is a kind of
 hypnotism."28 As Bloom points out in Ulysses, "for an advertisement
 you must have repetition. That's the whole secret" (LI 12.1147-48). In
 post-Darwinian psychology, "[a] human society.. .must be rather
 the same as a nest of ants-to understand it, one ignored the indi
 vidual and looked at the mass, and its primal imitative behavior"
 (Smith 23). Thus, the entire notion of mass communication, with its
 assumption of repetition and imitation, was to re-encode the old
 class system in a new form. Those communicating could look at
 those receiving, not as individuals with personal autonomy but as a
 species with little more than a group mind?primal and instinctive.
 As Matthew Arnold pointed out, mass communication was not to be
 equated with culture, which "works differently," and "does not try to
 reach down to the level of the inferior classes."29

 Radio was still brand new at a time when advertising had already
 become a noble profession and had promoted the idea of mass
 communication. Throughout the twenties, "there developed a wide
 spread feeling that in mass society the individual had less and less
 influence on the flow of events" (Smith 29). During World War I,

 mass communication-then books and newspapers-were devel
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 oped into various means of propaganda. With the advent of radio
 advertising, commerce, propaganda, and entertainment merged,
 and the individual sense of autonomy quickly gave way to
 "groupthink." By the time that 2RN was established on Little Den
 mark Street, these movements were already far along, and Joyce,
 who was acutely and personally aware of the evils of censorship,
 must have seen how bowdlerizing tendencies could appear in this
 new medium, and yet the very fact that radio advertising was so
 easily censored, in spite of the financial benefits, should have recon
 firmed his initial sense of the inescapability of censorship.
 With print media, the censors purged offensive words, phrases,

 and ideas. Their control came through marginalization. Society
 imprinted its values by cutting out dissent with a blue pencil or by
 otherwise ignoring it. The sacred values were then reinforced
 through repetition, which in turn reinforced censorship, because
 fewer and fewer new ideas could be explored. Censorship could
 then go underground, masquerading as the justifiable right of every
 editor to publish what he deemed to be best. At the print level, this
 process was carried out over a fairly long period of time. News
 papers were published daily magazines monthly, books only once
 or twice.

 Radio, on the other hand, could supply a constant barrage of
 repeated messages at a number of different levels. It was often
 cheaper to leave the station running than to turn it on and off, so that
 stations could broadcast advertising over and over, often hidden

 within the show itself, thus quietly beating the audience into ac
 quiescence. This was a new, dynamic form of control. Not only could
 the censors cut out what the society found offensive, society could
 now enforce its values, often the least noble of them, through
 constant repetition.

 For Joyce, who was hyperaware of censorship in any form, and
 who was also an avid collector of advertising oddities and Titbits,
 this must have been a double enticement. Advertising fascinated
 Joyce, and, as Jennifer Wicke has shown, advertising is the main
 language of Ulysses and not a sideshow: "Advertising's presence
 changes the scene: Iflysses absorbs it to get beyond it, leaving Joyce
 the final option of creating his own language or nothing. Voila,
 Finnegans Wake."301 find myself in agreement with Wicke on this
 point, except that I would extend it a bit to include radio advertising
 as well as that of print. A literary imitation of a radio ad, which was

 in turn a reformulation of a print ad, is certainly not beyond Joyce,
 the great forger (Wicke 123), since advertising originally developed
 out of narrative techniques:
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 Having borrowed its techniques from those of aesthetic representa
 tion, most specifically narrative fiction, and having created a system
 of exchange modeled on that of literary production, advertising by
 1920 had established itself as a prerequisite for doing business of any
 kind. Ads had become a self-referential system, an exotic form of
 social reading whose meanings far exceeded the original ostensive

 meaning of early ads: here is announced my product. The configura
 tion of ads told a collective story?a narrative?to its society at a given

 moment. The sudden profusion of ads and their creation of social
 narrative in the newly discontinuous way naturally reshaped the
 reception of narrativity as a whole. (Wicke 120)

 For sponsored programs, advertising was often slipped into a
 musical introduction or a bit of dialogue in a radio play ("Wouldn't
 you like a nice cup of Ovaltine, Sandy?" says Little Orphan Annie.
 "Arf!" says Sandy). Joyce used this kind of sly propaganda tech
 nique a number of times throughout the Wake: "Your fame is spread
 ing like Basilico's ointment since the Fintan Lalors piped you over
 border" (FW 25.09-10). In another passage, he mixes codes from
 personal letters, breakfast food, the church, and toilet humor, all
 with the calm radio voice of a fireside chat:

 Everything's going on the same or so it appeals to all of us, in the old
 holmsted here. Coughings all over the sanctuary, bad scrant to me
 aunt Florenza. The horn for breakfast, one o'gong for lunch and
 dinnerchime. As popular as when Belly the First was keng and his
 members met in the Diet of Man. The same shop slop in the window.
 Jacob's lettercrackers and Dr Tipple's Vi-Cocoa and the Eswuards'
 desippated soup beside Mother Seagull's syrup. Meat took a drop
 when Reilly-Parsons failed. Coal's short but we've plenty of bog in the
 yard. And barley's up again, begrained to it. The lads is attending
 school nessans regular, sir, spelling beesknees with hathatansy and
 turning out tables by mudapplication. Allfor the books and never
 pegging smashers after Tom Bowe Glassarse or Timmy the Tosser. (FW
 26.25-27.1)

 Note the mellow, Arthur Godfrey hominess of "in the old
 holmsted here." It is just like everyone's Uncle Jim spreading the
 news about the sweet doings back home. And if a few lines about
 "Jacob's lettercrackers and Dr. Tipple's Vi-Cocoa and the Eswuards'
 desippated soup beside Mother Seagull's syrup" are slipped in, well,
 that's commerce. According to Warren G. Dygert's Radio as an Adver
 tising Medium, a handbook for ad men from that period:

 Commercial announcements, dramatic or straight, should never be
 just "dropped" into the program on the hour and half hour like
 suburban buses. The program should be designed for the commercials.
 There should be a logical and sensible spot for each announcement. In
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 other words, announcements should as nearly as possible be an
 integral part of the program, so adroitly led up to, so naturally placed,
 that the listener has no occasion to resent their introduction.31

 Moreover, tone was often what made up the difference between
 radio and print media. Radio advertising depended on it. In fact, as
 Dygert points out, the translation from print to radio was mostly a
 matter of tone (127). It should be gentle, persuasive, sensible. Be
 cause radio was a hot medium, the high-amplitude hardsell became

 more difficult to pull off, that is, until the coming of television, when
 it staged a comeback. But what is central here is that advertising was
 part of the entire show. Sponsored programs were little more than
 skills for hawking products.

 But as radio stations grew in number, it became clear that the
 listener had one advantage over the sender-he or she could change
 the channel. The bubbling instability of the airwaves reprieved the
 audience, gave them a power over the medium that they had never
 had before. Of course, it was not much better than television today.
 The level of bombardment could always be stepped up to keep pace
 with the listener's restlessness. But even so, the listener could, as he
 or she can now, counter with a twist of the dial.

 Radio, then, changed everything. It changed the way we commu
 nicated, the way we lived, the way we thought. It changed the way
 we conceived of the world and the way we occupied space and time.
 The utterance was no longer a single unique thing but instead was a
 competing field of signals, a battlefield of information. Radio gave
 capitalist institutions a powerful new tool for shaping the con
 sciousness of the world, for turning the world into a commodity
 Finnegans Wake reflected that change. In embracing this new world of
 communication, Joyce turned the competition of signals into the
 near chaos of ultra-informational language. Joyce was right about
 his work. He would indeed give scholars grist for hundreds of years,

 simply because his language was so vastly multiform, a fluidity of
 words that were based on the fluidity of electromagnetic signals.
 Indeed, radio gave us new ears, ears to experience a formerly sealed
 antechamber of the universe and to send our words piggyback
 across a thousand miles. The world would never be the same.

 NOTES

 1 Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society
 (New York: Da Capo Press, 1954), p. 21.

 2 Claude Shannon, Mathematical Theory of Communication (Urbana: Univ.
 of Illinois Press, 1949).
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 3 Louis O. Mink, A "Finnegans Wake" Gflzeteer (Bloomington: Indiana Univ.
 Press, 1978), p. 459.

 4 The BBC station 2LO at that time had only 1.5 kilowatts; see Maurice
 Gorham, Forty Years of Irish Broadcasting (Dublin: Talbot Press, 1967), p. 9.
 Further references will be cited parenthetically in the text. Radio telegraphy
 had a significant history in Ireland, since the republican forces took the Irish
 School of Telegraphy on O'Connell and Lower Abbey Streets during the
 Easter Rising of 1916. The radio telegraph equipment there was their only
 link with the outside world through much of the war.

 5 J. J. Walsh, originally the Irish Postmaster General, then the Minister
 for Posts and Telegraphs, said that on its 1 kilowatt power, the station could
 be heard for twenty-five miles on crystal sets, fifty miles on one valve sets
 (costing about 10 pounds) and eighty miles on two valve sets (costing 20
 pounds) - Gorham, p. 30. However, the Irish Times claimed that the opening
 show was "probably heard by somebody in every country of Europe, and
 possibly by many in America"-Gorham, p. 24.

 6 A good portion of their programing consisted of a relay from the BBC,
 which, surprisingly enough, had very good relations with the Irish station,
 even after the years of rebellion. However, according to Gorham, at one
 time, a London-produced sketch titled "Loyalty" was cut short when it
 included the name of Queen Victoria, and on another occasion, a Belfast
 program was similarly censored when a drinking song was performed that
 proposed the health of the King.

 7 Interestingly, in terms of the station's hiring practices, the Minister for
 Finance had to grant special permission even for substitute employees
 during an outbreak of flu. Letters went back and forth between the station
 and the ministry for days, every time someone else became ill, and the
 ministry was asked to deliberate on each new substitute. Interestingly
 enough, one of the major problems the station had with the ministry was
 over the hiring of married women. "The rule has always been that women
 must be unmarried or widowed to be eligible for jobs, and if they marry they
 must retire, but there has never been a time when there were no married
 women in Radio Eireann. The first woman Organiser was married; so was
 her successor. Some of the best-known and most effective members of the
 staff were married women, but some others who got married had to retire.

 When the dramatic repertory company was formed-the famous REP
 special exemption was granted, on the ground that some women's parts
 demanded the maturity that only a married woman could have; but the
 question of women in the orchestras caused constant difficulty"-Gorham,
 p. 32.

 8 Phillippe Soupault, "James Joyce," in Portraits ofthe Artist in Exile, ed.
 Willard Potts (Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 1979), p. 116.

 9 Of course, the energy of broadcast popular culture would have been the
 very thing that attracted Joyce, who would have been fascinated by radio
 because of its vulgarity, not in spite of it.

 10 John A. Connor, telephone interview, 28 November 1990. Much of the
 information about the experience of radio listening in the 1930s is gathered
 from him.

 11 Named after Oliver Heaviside, the British genius, scientist, and in
 ventor who discovered it. The Heaviside layer is a shell of charged particles
 that covers the earth at about the same altitude as our communication
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 satellites fly. Because of the strong charge, radio frequency (RF) signals
 often cannot penetrate and are reflected back-"skip"-to earth in places
 continents away from their transmitters. During World War II, the study of
 the Heaviside layer led to the development of radar. One odd feature of the
 Heaviside layer was that its effects were more pronounced at night than
 during the day. This meant that while conditions were better for Joyce to
 pick up Radio Athlone at night, there was likely more interference at that
 time.

 12 Another cause of such radio noise was lightning flashing south of the
 transmitter. Since 2RN was so far north, "whistlers and squealers" as they
 were called, would have been more pronounced.

 13 Automobiles were a major problem. Shielding ignition systems so that
 they wouldn't cause RF interference was vital, not only for the development
 of commercial radio, but also for the kind of work on avionics later used in

 World War II.
 u Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduc

 tion," in Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, ed, Hannah Arendt, trans.
 Harry Zohn (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1968), p. 220.

 15 Walter J. Ong, S.J., Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word
 (New York: Methuen, 1982), p. 136.

 16 Adolph Hoffmeister, "Portrait of Joyce," in Potts, p. 132.
 17 Michael H. Begnal and Grace Eckley Narrator and Character in "Fin

 negans Wake" (Lewisburg: Bucknell Univ Press, 1975), p. 26.
 18 John Gordon, "Finnegans Wake": A Plot Summary (Syracuse: Syracuse

 Univ. Press, 1986), pp. 194-95. Further references will be cited paren
 thetically in the text.

 19 Cf. Samuel Y, Edgerton, Jr., "From Mental Matrix to Mappamundi to
 Christian Empire: The Heritage of Ptolemaic Cartography in the Renais
 sance," in Art and Cartography, ed. David Woodward (Chicago: Univ. of
 Chicago Press, 1987), p. 11.

 20 Begnal and Eckley point out another place in Book III of the Wake where
 the body of Shaun (then called Yawn) acts as a radio receiver for the Four Old

 Men. "His dream monologue was over, of cause, but his drama para
 polylogic had yet to be affact" (FW 474.05-06),

 21 William York Tindall, A Reader's Giude to "Finnegans Wake" (New York:
 Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1969), p. 189.

 221 would like to distinguish between two types of words in the Wake. Both
 of these kinds are often referred to as "thunder words," but I think that there
 are thunder words and static words, each with different characteristics. The

 example of the latter found above can be contrasted with "bababadalgha
 raghtakamminarronnkonnbronntonnerronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawn
 skawntoohoohoordenenthumuk!" (FW 1.15-17). In this case, the onomato
 poeic jumble has fewer distinguishable words, more hard consonants,
 followed by the short "u" and double"o" sounds that are standard imitations
 of rolling bass sounds like thunder. Static words have more crackle and hiss,

 with more distinguishable words strewn about, as if the signal were coming
 and going.

 23 An alternative interpretation here is that if you put the two truncated
 words together, you get AMDG, an acronym for Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam, the
 Jesuit motto.
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 24 At the end of Book 1, Chapter 2, (43.21-44.23), we have what appears to
 be part of a radio show, introducing and describing a ballad:

 The wararrow went round, so it did, (a nation wants a gaze) and the
 ballad, in the felibrine trancoped metre affectioned by Taiocebo in his
 Casudas de Poulichinello Artahut [43.21-23]_To the added strains (so
 peacifold) of his majesty the flute, that onecrooned king of inscrew
 ments, Piggott's purest, ciello alsoliuto, which Mr Delany (Mr De
 lacey?), horn, anticipating a perfect downpour of plaudits among the
 rapsods [43.31-34]-It'scumming, it'sbrumming! The clip, the clop!
 (all cla) Glass crash [a special effect]. The (klikkaklakkaklaskaklopatz
 klatschabattacreppycrottygraddaghsemmihsammihnouithapplud
 dyappladdypkonpkot!)

 ?Ardite, arditi!
 /Music cue. (44.19-23)

 Then comes "The Ballad of Persse O'Reilly" (44.24). The thunder word in
 44.20-21 is an imitation of a glass breaking, with some of the characteristics
 of static words encoded in the middle ("creppy" "crotty," and Taddy").

 25 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New
 York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p. 7. Further references will be cited paren
 thetically in the text.

 26 Cheryl Herr, Joyce's Anatomy of Culture (Urbana: Univ. of Illinois Press,
 1986), p. 34. Further references will be cited parenthetically in the text.

 27 Gleason L. Archer, History of Radio to 1926 (New York: American Histor
 ical Society, 1938), p. 199. There was in fact some controversy over advertis
 ing on the radio. Before this time, the wireless was viewed as a means of
 two-way communication, to be used for emergencies and in time of war. But
 as commercial radio grew, only two alternatives presented themselves for its
 support: a tax on radio sets and the use of advertising on the airwaves. Great
 Britain chose the first while the United States chose the second, (p. 285).

 28 Gabriel Tarde, Les Lois de limitation (Paris: Etude psychologique, 1895),
 p. 79. Quoted in Anthony Smith, The Shadow in the Cave (Urbana: Univ. of
 Illinois Press, 1973), pp. 21-22. Further references to the Smith work will be
 cited parenthetically in the text.

 29 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, ed. J. Dover Wilson (Cambridge:
 Cambridge IJniv. Press, 1932), p. 69.

 30 Jennifer Wicke, Advertising Fictions: Literature, Advertising, and Social
 Reading (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1988), p. 124. Further references
 will be cited parenthetically in the text.

 31 Warren G. Dygert, Radio as an Advertising Medium (New York; McGraw
 Hill, 1939), p. 129. Further references will be cited parenthetically in the
 text.
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